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Chapter 1: RSA Archer Mobile
Mobile technology has become a business staple. Today’s workforce expects ubiquitous services,
productivity, and speed. The RSA Archer Mobile app delivers the power of RSA Archer and its data
to users. The RSA Archer Mobile app is a use case agnostic native app available on the Apple App
store and Google Play for business users to download and install.

Key Features

l Users can complete their Advanced Workflow actions on-the-go.

l You can edit records and add comments while completing tasks.

l Administrators can select the fields and layouts for mobile end users.

l On-premise, Hosted, and SaaS are supported.

Requirements
The following requirements must be met before configuring the RSA Archer Mobile app.

Component Requirement

RSA Archer
Control Panel

The Mobile feature flag must be enabled.

RSA Archer
Platform

l Supported RSA Archer Platform version 6.7 or later

l RSA Archer Administrators should select applications with Advanced
Workflow and Task Management enabled.

Android Version Android 7.0 (Android Nougat) and above (API Level 24+)

iOS Version iOS 11 and above

Chapter 1: RSA Archer Mobile 5
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Chapter 2: Configuring the RSA Archer Control

Panel for RSA Archer Mobile
You must enable your RSA Archer instance for mobile use in the RSA Archer Control Panel (ACP).
The RSA Archer Mobile app is disabled in the RSA Archer Control Panel by default.

For information about RSA ACP mobile enablement troubleshooting, see RSA Archer Mobile
Troubleshooting.

Note: If you have a multihost environment, you must restart config service and IIS in all web
servers.

Enable the RSA Archer Mobile App

1. On the General tab, go to the Feature Toggle section.

a. Open the RSA Archer Control Panel.

b. Go to Instance Management and select All Instances.

c. Select the instance.

d. On the General tab, go to the Feature Toggle section.

2. In the Available Features field, select Mobile.

3. On the Toolbar, click Save.

Chapter 2: Configuring the RSA Archer Control Panel for RSA Archer Mobile 6
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Chapter 3: Configuring RSA Archer for the

RSA Archer Mobile App
After you have enabled the RSA Archer Mobile app in the RSA ACP, you can activate any
Advanced Workflow enabled applications for mobile use.

Enable an Application for Mobile

1. Go to the General tab of the application you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click . DDEs are supported for mobile-ready applications, but with

the following limitations:

l The Generate Notification action is not supported.

l For Apply Conditional Layout actions, only required and Read Only are supported.

l If a DDE rule or action includes a field type that is not supported on the RSA Archer
Mobile app, the DDE is ignored in the RSA Archer Mobile app until the record is saved.

l When a record is saved in the RSA Archer Mobile app, all DDE rules are evaluated,
including DDEs that evaluate unsupported field types.

Note: You may not be able to save a record due to a DDE event rule on an unsupported
field. To avoid this, do not create DDEs that evaluate unsupported fields on any mobile
layout. Also, do not enable mobile on applications that have DDEs for unsupported
fields.

b. Under Application Builder, click Applications.

c. Click Application Name.

2. In the Options section, select the Mobile Ready check box.

3. Click Apply.

Configure Mobile Layouts
After your application has been enabled for mobile use, you can create a mobile layout for your
existing web layout. It is recommended that you create mobile layouts for all of the web layouts you
want to be accessed through the RSA Archer Mobile app. Repeat steps 2-5 for each layout in your
application.

Chapter 3: Configuring RSA Archer for the RSA Archer Mobile App 7
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Note: The RSA Archer Mobile app only supports up to 15 fields in a layout.

1. Go to the Layout tab of the application you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Application Builder, click Applications.

c. Click Application Name.

d. Click the Layout tab.

2. If you have more than one layout, select a layout.

3. Click the Designer tab.

4. From the Layout list, select Mobile.

5. From the Available panel, select fields and sections. For more information on fields, see the
"Fields" topic in the RSA Archer Online Help.

6. Click Save or Apply.

l Click Save to save and exit.

l Click Apply to apply the changes and continue working.

Supported Field Types
The following field types are supported for update or read-only for the RSA Archer Mobile app:

Update Fields Read-Only Fields

l Date

l Numeric

l Record Permissions

l Text

l User/Groups List

l Values List

l Attachments (Download only)

l Cross-Reference/Related
Record

l First Published Date

l Last Updated Date

l Tracking ID
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Data-Driven Events
DDEs are supported for mobile-ready applications, but with the following limitations:

l The Generate Notification action is not supported.

l For Apply Conditional Layout actions, only Required and Read Only are supported.

l If a DDE rule or action includes a field type that is not supported on the app, the DDE is ignored
in the app until the record is saved.

l When a record is saved in the RSA Archer Mobile app, all of the DDE rules are evaluated,
including DDEs that evaluate unsupported field types.

Note: You may not be able to save a record due to a DDE event rule on an unsupported field.
To avoid this, do not create DDEs that evaluate unsupported fields on any mobile layout. Also,
do not enable mobile on applications that have DDEs for unsupported fields.

Chapter 3: Configuring RSA Archer for the RSA Archer Mobile App 9
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Chapter 4: Working on Mobile
The RSA Archer Mobile app enables you to complete RSA Archer tasks from your mobile device.
The app is available on Android N and above from the Google Play store and on iOS 11 and above
from the  Apple Store.

Note: The RSA Archer Mobile app only works in an environment where RSA Archer is using a
trusted Certificate Authority (CA) signed SSL certificate. RSA Archer Mobile does not support self-
signed certificates.

Note: The RSA Archer Mobile app and the RSA Archer Platform should be connected to the same
Internet network to work seamlessly.

Log In
To log in to the RSA Archer Mobile app, you need your RSA Archer instance information (URL,
instance, and possibly domain) and your username and password. You can either enter these details
manually, or you scan a QR code in your RSA Archer user profile which autopopulates everything
other than your password.

Note: You can only have one active connection to RSA Archer at a time. If you are already logged
in to the web application, logging in to the mobile app ends your previous session.

Note: If your administrator has defined a range of IP addresses that have access to RSA Archer (IP
Whitelist), the RSA Archer Mobile API ensures that nonwhitelisted incoming IPs do not have access
to RSA Archer. It is recommended that your devices be on a network that has a range of IP
addresses that can be whitelisted. Contact your network administrator for further assistance.
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Do one of the following:

l Scan a QR code to connect.

1. In the mobile app, tap Scan QR Code.

Note: You must allow the app access to the camera on your mobile device to scan the code.

2. In RSA Archer, from the menu bar, click the User menu and select User Profile.

3. Use your mobile device to scan the QR code.
Your username, instance, domain, and URL are automatically populated. To view them, tap
Show Detailed Credentials.

4. Enter your password and tap Log In.
Once the QR code is scanned, the instance information is stored in the device by default.

l Enter your login information manually.

1. In the mobile app, tap Enter Details Manually.

2. Enter all required credentials.
User name, password, and URL are always required. Instance and domain may be required
depending on your organization.

3. Tap Log In.

Log Out
From the menu, tap Log Out.

View Tasks
When you first log in to the app, the Tasks List page is displayed. On this page, you can view all
your assigned records from applications that are enabled for mobile use.

The Tasks List page displays the record title, description, and due date for each record.

The tasks are grouped into sections based on the due date:

l Overdue tasks are displayed at the top.

l Tasks that are due today are displayed in the middle.

l Upcoming tasks are displayed at the bottom.

Each section can be collapsed and expanded.
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You can refresh the Tasks List by pulling down on the page.

Search Tasks
Swipe down on the Tasks List page. A search field displays at the top.

Note: Only the title and descriptions of tasks that are already loaded on your phone are searched.

View Records
From the Tasks List page, tap a record to open the Record page.

Note: If another user is already working in that record, you receive a "record locked" error message.
Try the record again later.

On the Record page, only the fields that are defined in the mobile layouts of the application are
viewable on your mobile device. Tap More to view any truncated fields. Swipe that is left and right
to view more values list values.

You can edit any editable fields on the Record page.

Complete Advanced Workflow Actions

1. At the bottom of the Record page, tap Take Action.

2. From the list, tap the action that you want to take, then confirm the action.
A notification displays at the bottom of your screen, and you are returned to the Tasks List page.
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Appendix A: RSA Archer Mobile App Security

Considerations
The following measures have been put in place to ensure a secure connection between RSA Archer
and the RSA Archer mobile app:

l The app is only available on https protocol.

l The app is only compatible with CA certificates. Self-signed certificates are not supported.

Appendix A: RSA Archer Mobile App Security Considerations 13
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Appendix B: RSA Archer Mobile Frequently Asked
Questions

Does RSA Archer Mobile Replace the Previous Two RSA Archer
iOS Apps, RSA Archer Assessments Mobile and RSA Archer
Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery?
No. The two existing RSA Archer iOS apps will continue to be available for download.

Does RSA Archer Mobile work with RSA Archer SaaS?
Yes. The RSA Archer Mobile app is available to all customers running RSA Archer 6.7 and later.

What Versions of iOS and Android are Supported?
RSA Archer Mobile app supports iOS versions 11, 12, and 13 and Android versions 7, 8, 9, and 10.

If Users Are Not Using Advanced Workflow in RSA Archer Currently,
Can They Still Use the App?
No. Currently, the RSA Archer Mobile app only enables users to work on Advanced Workflow
tasks.

Are There Any Limitations to the App?
Yes. The following are the limitations to RSA Archer Mobile 1.0:

l SSO is not supported.

l Only Advanced Workflow applications without e-signatures are supported.

l Certain fields, such as Cross References and Attachments, are only supported in Read-Only.

Does the App Work on Tablets?
Yes.
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Do I Need a Separate License to Use the App?
No. RSA Archer Mobile is free to download from the Apple Store and Google Play.

Does the App Work if I have Whitelisted an IP Range for an Incoming
Connection?
If your mobile ISP issues dynamic IPs to you, you may not be able to access RSA Archer. It is
recommended that you are on a network that brings your device IP within range of the whitelisted
IPs. Contact your network administrator for further assistance.
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Appendix C: RSA Archer Mobile Troubleshooting

Problem Solution

In the RSA ACP, you do not
see the Feature toggle
section to enable mobile.

Enable the following feature flag in
ArcherTech.ControlPanel.exe.config:

<add key="showFeatureFlaggingFunctionality"
value="true" />

You do not see the mobile
ready flag in the Application
Builder.

Check both of the following in the RSA ACP:

l Ensure that the mobile feature is selected.

l If it is a multihost environment, restart config service and IIS
in all web servers.

When logging in, you see the
message "Mobile feature is
not enabled for your
instance. Please contact your
administrator."

Check both of the following in the RSA ACP:

l Ensure that the mobile feature is selected.

l If it is a multihost environment, restart config service and IIS
in all web servers.

You do not see the Mobile
Layout Builder in
RSA Archer.

In the Application Builder, ensure that the Mobile Ready flag is
selected.

For more information, see "Configuring RSA Archer for the
RSA Archer Mobile app" in the RSA Archer Mobile Guide.

You receive the error
message "An unexpected
error occurred. Contact your
administrator."

The mobile layout may not have been configured for that record.

For more information on configuring layouts, see "Configuring
RSA Archer for the RSA Archer Mobile app" in the RSA Archer
Mobile Guide.

You are unable to log back
into RSA Archer Mobile.

Your password may have expired. Passwords cannot be reset
using RSA Archer Mobile. Reset your password in RSA Archer.

You are unable to move onto
the next workflow stage.

For example, you want to
reassign stakeholders, but
are taken back to the Task
List page.

In RSA Archer Mobile 1.0, workflow actions can only be done
once. The user is redirected to the Task List page once that
action has been completed. For the next workflow stage, the task
should be enabled by the Administrator in the Advanced
Workflow builder.
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Problem Solution

DDEs are being fired for
various fields on
RSA Archer, but not on
RSA Archer Mobile.

If a DDE condition contains any field as a rule or condition that
is not supported on RSA Archer Mobile, the DDE action does not
fire in RSA Archer Mobile.

You cannot edit the same
field in RSA Archer Mobile
that you can edit
in RSA Archer.

Not all supported fields in RSA Archer Mobile are editable.
Cross Reference, Related Records, and Attachment field are not
editable in RSA Archer Mobile.

You cannot find a field that
is supported on RSA Archer
Mobile.

The field may not have been added to the mobile layout.

You are receiving errors on
mandatory fields, but cannot
find the field in RSA Archer
Mobile.

One or both of the following may be applicable:

l The field may not be supported in RSA Archer Mobile.

l The field may not have been added to the mobile layout.

You selected "Remember
Platform Details", but the
details were not saved.

You may have logged out of the app. When logging out of
RSA Archer Mobile, all saved details are cleared.

You completed an action
using RSA Archer mobile,
but are unsure if the action
was successful.

In RSA Archer Mobile 1.0, you cannot view the current status of
a running workflow action. If the task fails, it reappears in your
task list. To check the status of an action, use RSA Archer.

You cannot field the QR
code under your user profile
page.

Check both of the following in the RSA ACP:

l Ensure that the mobile feature is selected.

l If it is a multihost environment, restart config service and IIS
in all web servers.

When scanning the QR
code, you see a black box
and nothing happens.

RSA Archer Mobile may not have access to the camera.
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